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1. Introduction

Cambodian System National Accounts:

- Before 1993, MPS (Material Products System)
- 2005- present , SNA 1993

Cambodia’s NA statistics cover all transactions of government, households, individuals, and enterprises resident in Cambodia and between residents and non-residents.
1. Introduction (cont)

Approaches

- Production approach, current and constant price 2000
- Expenditure approach, current and constant price 2000

Data Sources

- Administrative data
- Census, surveys...
- Others studies

1. Introduction (cont)

Based Year

- 1993
- 2000 till present

Publication

- Annual and Quarterly
- Hardcopy
2. Rebasing National Accounts


Preparing to rebase from 2000 to 2011.
2. Rebasining National Accounts


- CPI, PPI were used to estimating backward to 1993.

3. Methodology

- Volume based, based on Establishment survey

- CPI, PPI and other indexes, use for backward estimation.
3. Challenges

- Not enough price index
- Not enough human resource
- Agriculture based on survey separately
4. Next Rebasing 2011

- Undergoing


- Agriculture based on Agriculture census 2013.
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